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Background: E. coli and K. pneumoniae are common causes of
both community- and hospital-acquired bloodstream infections
(BSI). Resistance to commonly used antibiotics threatens the treat-
ment of these infections. We describe the antibiotic resistance
profiles and outcomes of CA- and HA-BSI with these organisms in
a tertiary hospital in Cape Town, South Africa.

Methods & Materials: Patients with E. coli (n = 70) and K.
pneumoniae (n = 70) bacteraemia identified at Tygerberg Hospital
between April 2015 and March 2016 were included. Admis-
sion and discharge dates, BC collection date, and outcome were
obtained through record review. A 72-hour cut-off differentiated
HA- and CA-infections. ESBL-genes were characterised by PCR and
DNA sequencing; isolates were typed using REP-PCR and PFGE.
Chi-square and Mann-Whitney tests were used to estimate the
significance of correlation.

Results: 45% of patients were male, and 31% were paediatric
(<18 years); 66% of BSI were hospital-acquired. K. pneumoniae
accounted for 61% of HA-isolates; 72% of CA-isolates were E. coli.
56% of K. pneumoniae and 16% of E. coli were cephalosporin resistant
(presumed ESBL). Patients spent an average of 11 days (16,9 HA; 0,7
CA) in hospital before BC collection. HA-isolates were associated
with cephalosporin resistance. Quinolone resistance was similar in
both CA and HA E. coli (24% vs 25%); gentamicin resistance was
more common in CA E. coli (21% vs 11%). The 30-day mortality rate
was 30%, with no association between mortality and cephalosporin
resistance or HA-infection. All isolates were carbapenemase gene
negative. TEM and SHV were the commonest �-lactamases in
E. coli (70%) and K. pneumoniae (84,3%) respectively. Multiple �-
lactamase genes were present in 60% of K. pneumoniae isolates, and
5.7% of E. coli isolates. Strain typing showed substantial diversity
among both organisms with minimal clustering, suggesting multi-
ple clones in the hospital.

Conclusion: The association between antibiotic resistance and
hospital acquisition is not surprising. Resistance rates in CA-
infections deserve further attention, and may reflect antibiotic
usage patterns in the community. More detailed prospective stud-
ies are required to better understand the effect of resistance on
outcomes. The diversity among both HA- and CA-isolates precluded
any associations between strain type and resistance phenotype or
genotype.
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Background: Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) is a global patient
safety issue, which is threatening our ability to treat common infec-
tious diseases. There is a growing interest in the potential secondary
use of electronic clinical records to support antimicrobial steward-
ship programs to combat AMR. In addition to standard resistance
measures, an antibiotic spectrum index and a novel method to
quantify resistance trends are presented. A portable, dynamic and
interactive visualization tool has been developed to facilitate data
exploration and comprehensive reporting among clinicians and
policy makers.

Methods & Materials: Rather than limiting AMR evaluation to
particular microorganisms, automated analysis of over 3.5 million
susceptibility tests was undertaken. The resistance index indicates
the ratio of laboratory cultures to which an antibiotic is resis-
tant. Hence, an antibiotic is considered effective for resistance
indexes lower than a threshold. The distribution of such indexes
is used to define the antibiotic spectrum index. Furthermore, the
sliding-time window technique is used to compute resistance time-
series by defining a fixed region, which is moved across time. This
method drops the dependence between granularity and accuracy
of traditional surveillance systems and enhances further analysis.
Consequently, weighted linear regression analysis has been applied
on the time-series to numerically quantify resistance trends.

Results: The use of sliding-time window surveillance produces
visually more pleasant time-series and valid regression models for
a larger amount of pathogen-antibiotic pairs (increase of 40%). Also,
it captures seasonal variations (durbin-watson < 0.8) and measures
resistance trends accurately (p-values < 0.05). Approximately half
of the susceptibility tests correspond exclusively to Streptococcus
Aureus and Escherichia Coli, revealing a clear over-testing tendency
on current susceptibility guidelines. Their resistance indexes and
trends have been thoroughly compared with existing research and
public health reports and demonstrate to be congruent.

Conclusion: Surveillance is the cornerstone for assessing the
burden of AMR. Insights extracted from this system should be
considered to enhance existing guidelines and strengthen AMR
knowledge, especially in situations with sparse data where local
directions are required. This system is being integrated into a clin-
ical decision support system (Enhance Personalize and Integrated
Care for Infection Management at Point of Care - EPIC IMPOC) with
great potential to revamp prescription practices.
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